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hh2 Field Reports gives your field managers the freedom 

to move around their job sites while accurately detailing 

the activities that occur around them. Managers can 

utilize the web or apps built for iOS and Android 

to submit their daily logs, making the 

information available instantly for those 

back in the office. hh2 Field Reports 

syncs data down from your 

accounting system as well as 

integrating with hh2 

Remote Payroll.

hh2 Field Reports lets you keep track of the 

smallest details that occur on your job site. Now you 

can record construction activities using pre-built forms 

that can cover everything from weather to subcontractors. If 

you need to track data that isn’t included in our pre-built forms, 

create your own custom forms to start tracking today.
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Register for a FREE demo at:

www.hh2.com



Detailed Field Activities

With the Daily Activity Worksheet, you can keep 

track of Production Units and Percentage 

Complete for every cost code you use at your job 

site. With an intuitive interface that makes it simple 

to calculate and enter in your numbers, it has 

never been easier to keep your daily activities on a 

job so up-to-date.

Affordable and Risk-Free

We are so confident that you’ll love hh2 Field 

Reports, we don’t charge any signup fees and you 

are free to cancel at any time without penalty. b  

That means all the time and money we spend to 

implement you on the platform is on our dime. To 

Optimized for the Device

hh2 Field Reports is a cloud-based reporting solution. 

Your employees submit their daily logs through a 

mobile app for smartphones and tablets, or through a 

web browser on their laptop or desktop computer.  

Each interface has been finely crafted for the device 

you are using. We support the most widely used web 

browsers and have custom apps for iOS and Android 

devices.

sign up you just start paying the monthly fee that is 

based on actual usage. The fee starts off as 

somewhat trivial and scales as usage goes up or 

down. We must earn your business each month with a 

great product and outstanding personalized service.

For more information call us at: Go online to setup a FREE demo at:

877.442.9327 www.hh2.com

I think my favorite feature of Field 

Reports is being able to take some of 

these paper reports and, through the 

custom tabs, be able to create that 

form. Like a lot of the OSHA stu� I 

created—my safety guy just gave me 

some forms and I was able to put a 

report together very easily.

“

“

Steve Haynes
IT Manager

Fahs Construction


